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The Australian Truck Blockade Is ON!
PLEASE SHARE these guys need our support this news is censored on all social
media, be creative
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All  Global  Research articles  can be read in  51 languages by activating the “Translate
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Visit and follow us on Instagram at @crg_globalresearch.

***

Trucks are blockading the highways along most of  the QLD border today which is the
epicenter of the Vaccine mandate.

Truckies are required to get the experimental vaccine clotshot before entering QLD.  

All information about this blockade has been heavily censored on all platforms except GAB.

This action is expected to go Australia-wide over the next few days.

Support for the truckies is high and they are expected to be joined by the motorcyclists.

Click here for latest updates on road closures at the border.

There are dozens of these……
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Accelerated Probiotic Improves Digestion, Boosts Energy & Improves Overall Immunity

Hungerford Road

Queensland Border Full Closure in place. This closure is not a checkpoint.

What to expect:

Road closed to all traffic

Both directions

Delays expected

Observe signage

1 Sep 2021 02:58 pm

https://www.herbanomics.com/
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Information provided by

Department of Transport and Main Roads

Event ID: 403121

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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